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DATE: 12/01/2021
LOCATION: BOS
REFERENCE: I1852371

A hot joint was found at a set of motor cable terminals in an MCC cable zone while investigating a damaged isolator. The red phase 
conductor insulation had become blackened and brittle leaving the conductor exposed in sections. The conductor was clearly heat affected 
and oxidised. The terminal strip was found to be very loose, however the fault wasn’t sufficient to operate protection elements.

Electrical installations must have effective inspection and maintenance strategies to maintain integrity of the installation and prevent safety 
hazards or significant plant damage through fire. Refer to part 1.4.10 of the Electrical Safety Manual.
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DATE: 21/01/2021
LOCATION: WSSC
REFERENCE: I1856569

A crane operator noticed a flash coming from the live rails before the crane lost all power, at the same time much of the site also lost power. A collector arm had dislodged from the live rails and shorted 
with an earthed support arm. The 400Amp ACB that supplies the crane failed to trip due to a faulty trip unit, resulting in the upstream 1600Amp ACB clearing the fault and blacking out a significant portion 
of the plant. Investigations found a worn collector shoe had moved sufficiently to contact an insulated rail joint cover, resulting in the collector jumping free of the insulated rail and contacting the earthed 
structure. 

The top view of the live rails 

and the insulated join cover. 

Covers  have moved 25mm

Earthed support arm contacted 

and damaged by the energised 

collector shoe

Worn collector shoe and holder involved in the incident.

Note the grooved wear evident in the contact area, and damage 

to where the shoe contacted earth.

Bottom view of the live rails 

and damaged insulated join 

cover

A new collector shoe. 
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DATE: 31/12/2020
LOCATION: ELECTRICAL SHOP
REFERENCE: I1848595

An electrician found several serious defects while replacing an old wire caged metal fluorescent light fitting:
• Both fitting mounts had failed, leaving the wiring to hold the unit in place;
• The wiring consisted of single insulated building wire run inside metal conduit;
• The metal conduit was missing a protective elbow into the fitting and there was no protective bushing for the wiring;
• The only mechanical protection for the wiring was a thin clear plastic tube around the wires as they entered the fitting.

All electrical installation work must be safety and compliance tested by a competent person and record of the test results including details of licenced supervisor recorded on a NOSC form. Report all defects.

The wiring holding up the light 

fitting hanging on a sharp edge 

of the metal conduit
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DATE: 22/12/2020
LOCATION: CRM RESEARCH
REFERENCE: I1852400

While investigating why two split air conditioning units were not operational an electrician found interconnecting cables from the outdoor units to the indoor units had been left unterminated in ductwork 
behind the indoor unit. The outdoor unit was powered leaving the cut cable ends live. These two A/C units along with others in the same building had previously been in service but were disconnected for 
the building renovation work. The units were isolated and repaired.

Note the blue TPS shown in the photos is the commonly used cabling to indicate the interconnecting wiring from the outdoor to the indoor units. It has the same voltage and current rating as white TPS.

All electrical installation work must be safety and compliance tested by a competent person before placing into service. Report all defects.

Indoor unit and cut cable to outdoor unit
The outdoor unit and energised cable left 

unterminated behind indoor unit
Cabling duct between the units
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DATE: 18/01/2021
LOCATION: PLATE PROCESSING
REFERENCE: I1854653

A crane driver reported losing control of long travel in both directions on the No.2 Side-Pile crane. An electrician found the conduit and cables to the southern access boarding switch had caught on a 
structure and torn from the switch. Saddles securing the conduit had failed, allowing the conduit to contact structures as the crane moved. The 6 Amp control fuse supplying the circuit had blown.

Electrical installations must have effective inspection and maintenance strategies to maintain integrity of the installation and prevent safety hazards or significant plant damage through fire. Refer to part 
1.4.10 of the Electrical Safety Manual.

The extended piece of conduit which had become caught, 

bent out of shape and removed from the boarding switch

The conduit removed from the boarding switch and all the 

control wiring which had been ripped from the switch
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DATE: 14/01/2021
LOCATION: NO.6 BLAST FURNACE
REFERENCE: I1852799

An inspection of No.6 Blast Furnace found the main cable rack beside the Gas Cleaning cooling tower had failed. Support posts have rusted through at the base and the weight of the cables has pulled the 
rack towards the cooling tower leaving them leaning on the cooling tower and basin wall. Some of the cables on the lower racks are large distribution cables.

Cable rack designs must be suitable for the operating environment and cable load. 

A close up view of 

the rusted posts

The collapsed cable 

rack leaning on the 

cooling tower

The collapsed three 

tiered cable rack
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DATE: 27/01/2021
LOCATION: BOS
REFERENCE: I1859101

A structural earth pile was found with significant corrosion and delamination of the welded connection between the pile and angle resulting in loss of earth integrity/continuity. The pile is located in a 
concrete pit subject to Kish and filling with water. When chipping back and cleaning the pile, water started seeping out of the centre. Refer to the attached image.

Earthing systems are critical to electrical safety. Connections and earth continuity integrity must be maintained for protective devices to function correctly to protect people and equipment. This incident 
provides a timely reminder of the importance of switchroom and earthing systems audits. 

The concrete pit half full of Kish and prone to filling with water.The corroded earth pile with the copper 

plate still brazed to the section of steel 

but the steel fallen from the pile 

A close up view of the corroded 

pile. The middle section has 

water coming from it.

Temporary bond of 

the earth pile to the 

out going earth cable


